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Matlab Session 6.1 — Model flexibility

Shromáždíme sadu dat (n = 100 pozorování) obsahujících jediný prediktor a
kvantitativní odpověď. Poté na datech identifikujeme lineární regresní model a také
ještě kubickou regresi, tj. y = β0 + β1x + β2x

2 + β3x
3 + ε.

(a) Předpokládejme, že skutečný vztah mezi x a y je lineární, tj. y = β0 + β1x + ε.
Zvažte trénovací zbytkový součet čtverců (RSS) pro lineární regresi a také
trénovací RSS pro kubickou regresi. Budeme očekávat, že jedna hodnota bude
nižší, než druhá, očekávali bychom, že budou stejné, nebo není dostatek informací
k tomu, abychom to mohli říct? Odůvodněte odpověď.

(b) Odpovězte na (a) pro případ, kdy použijete RSS spočtené na testovací množině a
nikoliv trénovací RSS.
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Matlab Session 6.1 — Model flexibility

(c) Předpokládejme nyní, že skutečný vztah mezi x a y není lineární, že ale nevíme,
jak daleko je od lineárního. Uvažujte trénovací RSS pro lineární regresi a také
trénovací RSS pro kubickou regresi. Budeme očekávat, že jedna hodnota bude
nižší, než druhá, očekávali bychom, že budou stejné, nebo není dostatek informací
k tomu, abychom to mohli říct? Odůvodněte odpověď.

(d) Odpovězte (c) pro případ, kdy použijete RSS spočtené na testovací množině a
nikoliv trénovací RSS.
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Matlab Session 6.1 – Regression on automobile data

Vyzoušejte si jednoduchou lineární regresi na datové sadě islr_auto.csv.

(a) Použijte funkci mdl=fitlm() pro stanovení jednoduché lineární regresní závislosti s
mpg jako odezvou a horsepower jako prediktorem. Pro vypsání výsledků použijte
obsah mdl. Komentujte výstup. Například:

i. Existuje nějaký vztah mezi prediktorem a odpovědí?
ii. Jak silný je vztah mezi prediktorem a odpovědí?
iii. Je vztah mezi prediktorem a odpovědí pozitivní nebo negativní?
iv. Jaké je předpokládané mpg spojené s horsepower 98? Jaké jsou 95% intervaly

spolehlivosti koeficientů a predikce?
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Matlab Session 6.1 – Regression on automobile data

Pokračujeme s grafy:

(b) Pomocí funkce plot(mdl) vykreslete odpověď a prediktor a zobrazte regresní
přímku nejmenších čtverců.

(c) Pomocí funkce coefCI(mdl) vypište intervalové odhady jednotlivých parametrů
regrese.

(d) Použijte funkci plot() pro vytvoření diagnostických grafů nejmenších čtverců.
Komentujte jakýkoli problém s proložením dat přímkou, který zaznamenáte.
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The Bootstrap

The bootstrap is a flexible and powerful statistical tool that can be used to quantify the
uncertainty associated with a given estimator or statistical learning method.

For example, it can provide an estimate of the standard error of a coefficient, or a
confidence interval for that coefficient.
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Where does the name came from?

The use of the term bootstrap derives from the phrase to pull oneself up by one’s
bootstraps, widely thought to be based on one of the eighteenth century “The
Surprising Adventures of Baron Munchausen” by Rudolph Erich Raspe:

The Baron had fallen to the bottom of a deep lake. Just when it looked like
all was lost, he thought to pick himself up by his own bootstraps.

• It is not the same as the term “bootstrap” used in computer science meaning to
“boot” a computer from a set of core instructions, though the derivation is similar.

• It is unrelated to Twitter Bootstrap, a framework for web development.
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The Bootstrap: continuation

Let’s start with a simple example:

• Suppose that we wish to invest a fixed sum of money in two financial assets that
yield returns of X and Y , respectively, where X and Y are random quantities.

• We will invest a fraction α of our money in X , and will invest the remaining 1− α

in Y .
• We wish to choose α to minimize the total risk, or variance, of our investment. In

other words, we want to minimize var(αX + (1− α)Y ).
• One can show that the value that minimizes the risk is given by

α =
σ2
Y − σXY

σ2
X + σ2

Y − 2σXY
,

where σ2
X = var(X ), σ2

Y = var(Y ), and σXY = cov(X ,Y ).
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Example continued

• But the values of σ2
X , σ

2
Y , and σXY are unknown.

• We can compute estimates for these quantities, σ̂2
X , σ̂

2
Y and σ̂XY , using a data set

that contains measurements for X and Y .

• We can then estimate the value of α that minimizes the variance of our investment
using

α̂ =
σ̂2
Y − σ̂XY

σ̂2
X + σ̂2

Y − 2σ̂XY
.
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Example continued

Each panel displays 100 simulated
returns for investments X and Y .
From left to right and top to bottom,
the resulting estimates for α are equal
to 0.576, 0.532, 0.657, and 0.651.
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Example continued

• To estimate the standard deviation of α̂, we repeated the process of simulating 100
paired observations of X and Y , and estimating α 1000 times.

• We thereby obtained 1000 estimates for α, which we can call α̂1, α̂2, . . . , α̂1000.

• The left-hand panel of the Figure on slide 29 displays a histogram of the resulting
estimates.

• For these simulations the parameters were set to σ2
X = 1, σ2

Y = 1.25 a σXY = 0.5,
and so we know that the true value of α is 0.6 (indicated by the red line).
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Example continued

• The mean over all 1000 estimates for α is

ᾱ =
1

1000

1000∑
r=1

α̂r = 0,5996,

very close to α = 0,6, and the standard deviation of the estimates is√√√√ 1
1000− 1

1000∑
r=1

(α̂r − ᾱ)2 = 0,083.

• This gives us a very good idea of the accuracy of α̂: SE(α̂) ≈ 0,083.

• So roughly speaking, for a random sample from the population, we would expect α̂
to differ from α by approximately 0.08, on average.
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Results

Left: A histogram of the estimates of α obtained by generating 1000 simulated data
sets from the true population. Center: A histogram of the estimates of α obtained from
1000 bootstrap samples from a single data set. Right: The estimates of α displayed in
the left and center panels are shown as boxplots. In each panel, the pink line indicates
the true value of α. 17



Now back to the real world

• The procedure outlined above cannot be applied, because for real data we cannot
generate new samples from the original population.

• However, the bootstrap approach allows us to use a computer to mimic the
process of obtaining new data sets, so that we can estimate the variability of our
estimate without generating additional samples.

• Rather than repeatedly obtaining independent data sets from the population, we
instead obtain distinct data sets by repeatedly sampling observations from the
original data set with replacement.

• Each of these “bootstrap data sets” is created by sampling with replacement, and
is the same size as our original dataset. As a result some observations may appear
more than once in a given bootstrap data set and some not at all.
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Example with just 3 observations

A graphical illustration of the bootstrap
approach on a small sample containing
n = 3 observations.

Each bootstrap data set contains n
observations, sampled with replacement
from the original data set.

Each bootstrap data set is used to obtain
an estimate of α.
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• Denoting the first bootstrap data set by Z ?1, we use Z ?1 to produce a new
bootstrap estimate for α, which we call α̂?1.

• This procedure is repeated B times for some large value of B (say 100 or 1000), in
order to produce B different bootstrap data sets, Z ?1,Z ?2, . . . ,Z ?B , and B

corresponding α estimates: α̂?1, α̂?2, . . . , α̂?B .

• We estimate the standard error of these bootstrap estimates using the formula

SEB(α̂) =

√√√√ 1
B − 1

B∑
r=1

(α̂?r − ¯̂α?)2.

• This serves as an estimate of the standard error of α̂, estimated from the original
data set. See centre and right panels of Figure on slide 29. Bootstrap results are in
blue. For this example SEB(α̂) = 0.087.
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A general picture for the bootstrap
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The bootstrap in general

• In more complex data situations, figuring out the appropriate way to generate
bootstrap samples can require some thought.

• For example, if the data is a time series, we can’t simply sample the observations
with replacement (why not?).

• We can instead create blocks of consecutive observations, and sample those with
replacements. Then we paste together sampled blocks to obtain a bootstrap
dataset.
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Other uses of the bootstrap

• Primarily used to obtain standard errors of an estimate.

• Also provides approximate confidence intervals for a population parameter. For
example, looking at the histogram in the middle panel of the Figure on slide 29, the
5% and 95% quantiles of the 1000 values are equal to 0.43 and 0.72, respectively.

• This represents an approximate 90% con
dence interval for the true α. How do we interpret this confidence interval?

• The above interval is called a Bootstrap Percentile confidence interval. It is the
simplest method (among many approaches) for obtaining a confidence interval
from the bootstrap.
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Can the bootstrap estimate prediction error?

• In cross-validation, each of the K validation folds is distinct from the other K − 1
folds used for training: there is no overlap. This is crucial for its success. Why?

• To estimate prediction error using the bootstrap, we could think about using each
bootstrap dataset as our training sample, and the original sample as our validation
sample.

• But each bootstrap sample has significant overlap with the original data. About
two-thirds of the original data points appear in each bootstrap sample. Can you
prove this?

• This will cause the bootstrap to seriously underestimate the true prediction error.
Why?

• The other way around — with original sample = training sample, bootstrap
dataset = validation sample — is worse!
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Removing the overlap

• Can partly fix this problem by only using predictions for those observations that did
not (by chance) occur in the current bootstrap sample.

• But the method gets complicated, and in the end, cross-validation provides a
simpler and more attractive approach for estimating prediction error.
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Dimensionality reduction: Principal Components Regression

We said that a clever linear combination of original predictors may result in a set of
synthetic predictors with lower variance.

• Let’s apply principal components analysis (PCA) to define the linear combinations
of the predictors, for use in our regression.

• The first principal component is that (normalized) linear combination of the
predictors with the largest variance.

• The second principal component has the largest variance, subject to being
uncorrelated with the first.

• And so on . . .

• Hence with many correlated original variables, we replace them with a small set of
principal components that capture their joint variation.
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Pictures of PCA

The population size (pop) and ad spending (ad) for 100 different cities are shown as
purple circles. The green solid line indicates the first principal component, and the blue
dashed line indicates the second principal component.
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Pictures of PCA: continued

A subset of the advertising data. Left: The first principal component, chosen to
minimize the sum of the squared perpendicular distances to each point, is shown in
green. These distances are represented using the black dashed line segments. Right:
The left-hand panel has been rotated so that the first principal component lies on the
x-axis.
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Pictures of PCA: continued

Plots of the first principal component scores zi1 versus pop and ad. The relationships
are strong.
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Pictures of PCA: continued

Plots of the first principal component scores zi2 versus pop and ad. The relationships
are weak.
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Application to Principal Components Regression

PCR was applied to two simulated data sets. The black, green, and purple lines
correspond to squared bias, variance, and test mean squared error, respectively. Left:
Simulated data from slide 32. Right: Simulated data from slide 39.
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Choosing the number of directions M

Left: PCR standardized coefficient estimates on the Credit data set for different
values of M. Right: The 10-fold cross-validation MSE obtained using PCR, as a
function of M.
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Important drawback of PCR

PCR reduces the number of “important” predictors.

• It identifies linear combinations, or directions, that best represent the predictors
X1, . . . ,Xp.

• These directions are identified in an unsupervised way, since the response Y is not
used to help determine the principal component directions.

• That is, the response does not supervise the identification of the principal
components.

• Consequently, PCR suffers from a potentially serious drawback:
There is no guarantee that the directions that best explain the predictors will also
be the best directions to use for predicting the response.
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Partial Least Squares (PLS)

PLS is a dimension reduction method, which (like PCR) first identifies a new set of
features Z1, . . . ,ZM that are linear combinations of the original features X1, . . . ,Xp,
and then fits a linear model via OLS using these M new features.

• But unlike PCR, PLS identifies these new features in a supervised way – that is, it
makes use of the response Y in order to identify new features that not only
approximate the old features well, but also that are related to the response.

• Roughly speaking, the PLS approach attempts to find directions that help explain
both the response and the predictors.
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Details of Partial Least Squares

• After standardizing the p predictors, PLS computes the first direction Z1 by setting
each φ1j in

Zm =

p∑
j=1

φmjXj

equal to the coefficient from the simple linear regression of Y onto Xj .

• One can show that this coefficient is proportional to the correlation between Y

and Xj .

• Hence, in computing Z1 =
∑p

j=1 φ1jXj PLS places the highest weight on the
variables that are most strongly related to the response.

• Subsequent directions are found by taking residuals and then repeating the above
prescription.
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Shrnutí

• Metody pro výběr modelu jsou podstatným nástrojem pro analýzu dat, obzvláště
pro velké datové soubory zahrnující mnoho prediktorů.

• Výzkum v oblasti metod, které dávají řídkost, jako je například Lasso, je
obzvláště aktuální oblast.

• Později se vrátíme k řídkosti podrobněji a popíšeme příbuzné přístupy jako je
elastická síť.
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